Modeling angular data throws many challenges in practical situations. Good number of circular / semicircular models are developed for modeling continuous circular / angular data. Scant attention was paid in analysis of discrete angular data, in particular, construction of discrete angular models for fitting angular data is not touched so far. Hence an attempt is made to develop method for constructing Discrete laxial models and study their population characteristics.
Introduction
In some of the cases the directional / angular data does not require full circular models for modeling, this fact is noted in Guardiola (2004) , Jones (1968) and Byoung et al (2008) . For example, in search of a nesting site on dry land sea turtles come out from the ocean, a random variable with points on a semicircle is well adequate for modeling such data.
Also, if an aircraft is lost and its departure and its initial headings are identified, a semicircular random variable is adequate for modeling such axial / angular data. And some more examples of semicircular data are presented in Ugai et al (1977) . Phani 16 which is suitable for modeling discrete axial data.
Circular Distributions
A circular distribution is a probability distribution whose total probability is defined on the unit circle.
Since each point on the unit circle represents a direction, it is a way of assigning probabilities to different directions.
The range of a circular random variable  measured in radians, can be taken as  ) 0, 2 or  )
,.  − Circular distributions are of two types, they may be discrete, assigning probabilities to a finite number of directions or continuous assigning probabilities to a infinite number of directions. One of the construction methods of circular models is wrapping a linear distribution around a unit circle. Here Wrapping methodology for the construction of Discrete Circular model is discussed.
Discrete Wrapped Circular Random Variables
If X is a discrete random variable on the set of integers, then reduction modulo ( ) 
Probability Mass Function
Suppose if  is a wrapped discrete circular random variable then probability mass function of  is denoted by 2 r Pr m    =   which satisfies the following properties 1.
For any integer l (i.e Pr is periodic)
Distribution Function
Suppose if  is a wrapped discrete circular random variable then distribution function of  is denoted by ( ) w F  and it is defined as In mathematics, discretization is the process of transforming continuous functions, models, variables, and equations into its discrete counterparts. This process is usually carried out to model a given discrete phenomenon depending on the practical situation.
Discretization of a Continuous Distribution
In this paper, we adopt discretization from Min -Zhen Wang and Kunio Shimizu (2014) to construct discrete circular models by transforming existing continuous circular models. The process is as follows 
Discrete Wrapped Cauchy Distribution
The probability density function of wrapped Cauchy distribution is defined as 
Distribution Function of Discrete Wrapped Cauchy Distribution
The Distribution function of Discrete Wrapped Cauchy Distribution is defined as 
Conclusion:
A new discrete circular model is constructed which was not figured out so far. Its pdf , cdf and characteristic function are derived and population characteristics are studied. This discrete circular model is extended to its laxial model.
